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DeBow's Review ...

1866

official records produced by the armies of the united states and the
confederacy and the executive branches of their respective governments
concerning the military operations of the civil war and prisoners of war
or prisoners of state also annual reports of military departments calls
for troops correspondence between national and state governments
correspondence between union and confederate officials the final volume
includes a synopsis general index special index for various military
divisions and background information on how these documents were
collected and published accompanied by an atlas

House documents

1882

lasting from 1861 to 1865 the civil war pitted brother against brother
and resulted in the deaths of well over 600 000 soldiers this
encyclopedia provides information about a variety of topics related to
the war and its aftermath including political issues generals battles and
campaigns armies weapons and ammunition naval vessels medical treatments
and aspects of daily life in the military and on the home front

The War of the Rebellion: v. 1-53 [serial no.
1-111] Formal reports, both Union and
Confederate, of the first seizures of United
States property in the southern states, and of
all military operations in the field, with the
correspondence, order and returns relating
specially thereto. 1880-1898. 111 v

1882

considers h r 5196 h r 8476 and similar bills to amend the hours of
service act to further limit hours of continuous duty for certain
railroad employees

Special Publication

1935

the story of felice and boudleaux bryant is the story of towering
artistic achievement wrapped in a love story so deep and so complete that
the two are their own country song bobbie and bill malone are precisely
the right match to tell this tale of love and genius ken burns director
country music you might not know the names of boudleaux and felice bryant
but you know their music arriving in nashville in 1950 the songwriting
duo became the first full time independent songwriters in that musical
city in the course of their long careers they created classic hits that
pushed the boundaries of country music into the realms of pop and rock
songs like bye bye love all i have to do is dream love hurts and rocky
top inspired young musicians everywhere here for the first time is a
complete biography of nashville s power songwriting couple in nashville s
songwriting sweethearts authors bobbie malone and bill c malone recount
how boudleaux and felice married in 1945 began their partnership as
itinerant musicians living in a trailer home and writing their first
songs together in nashville the couple had to deal with racism classism
and in felice s case sexism yet through hard work and business acumen and
a dose of good luck they overcame these obstacles and rose to national
prominence by the late 1990s the bryants had written as many as 6 000



songs and had sold more than 350 million copies worldwide they were
inducted into the nashville songwriters hall of fame in 1972 and in 1991
they became members of the country music hall of fame a rare occurrence
for songwriters who were not also performers in 1982 their composition
rocky top was adopted as one of the official state songs of tennessee the
bryants were lucky enough to arrive in the right place at the right time
their emergence in the early fifties coincided with the rise of nashville
as music city usa and their prolific collaboration with the everly
brothers beginning in 1957 sparked a fusion between country and pop music
that endures to this day

The Civil War

2009-06-25

andrew jackson took his fame from the war of 1812 and became the people s
president but before his inauguration lay a fascinating story waiting to
be told from jackson s military career to his origins as an orphan from
south carolina after losing much of his family during the american
revolution jackson followed his family into a military life and became
famous for his efforts in new orleans during the second war with the
british through timelines and other exciting graphical elements jackson s
life is brought into sharp focus for readers looking for a fuller picture
of presidential history

Amend Hours of Service Act of 1907

1966

official records produced by the armies of the united states and the
confederacy and the executive branches of their respective governments
concerning the military operations of the civil war and prisoners of war
or prisoners of state also annual reports of military departments calls
for troops correspondence between national and state governments
correspondence between union and confederate officials the final volume
includes a synopsis general index special index for various military
divisions and background information on how these documents were
collected and published accompanied by an atlas

The Military History of Ohio

1885

this annotated civil war memoir provides a detailed account of general
morgan s famous battles and raids from a confederate soldier s
perspective john marion porter grew up working at his family s farm and
dry goods store in butler county kentucky he was studying to become a
lawyer when the civil war began as the son of a family of slave owners
porter identified with the southern cause and quickly enlisted in the
confederate army he and his lifelong friend thomas henry hines served in
the ninth kentucky calvary under john hunt morgan the thunderbolt of the
confederacy when the war ended porter began writing detailed memoirs of
his experiences during the war years including tales of scouting behind
enemy lines sabotaging a union train being captured and held as a
prisoner of war and searching for an army to join after his release
editor kent masterson brown spent several years preparing porter s memoir
for publication clarifying details and adding annotations to provide
historical context one of morgan s men is a fascinating firsthand account
of the life of a confederate soldier

Nashville's Songwriting Sweethearts

2020-03-26

even after more than two centuries mystery continues to surround



meriwether lewis s death did the famous explorer commit suicide or was he
murdered recently revealed truths and deconstructed myths are woven
together in this fascinating account to form an unforgettable tale of
political corruption assassins forged documents and skeletal remains new
research implicating general james wilkinson commanding general of the u
s army and coconspirator of aaron burr as the assassin is thoroughly
discussed while riveting testimony from 13 leading experts in wound
ballistics forensic anthropology suicide psychology grave site exhumation
and handwriting analysis offers new insight into what lewis s exhumed
remains might reveal the new evidence not only destroys the foundation of
suicide arguments by proving the primary evidence is a forgery it also
proves the indian agent escorting lewis lied about his activities on the
day of lewis s death the book also contains evidence of a previously
unknown plot by aaron burr to seize new orleans and invade mexico in 1809
a repeat of his 1806 plot it explains why lewis suddenly changed his
plans to travel to washington dc by boat and instead chose to go overland
on the natchez trace where he met his untimely death on october 11 1809
at age 35

Introduction to the Resources of Tennessee

1874

a popular exploration of the fundamental structure of the universe
another example of bernstein s lucid and lively writing for the layman
winters history vanderbilt u chronicles the agricultural history of
tennessee during the antebellum period exploring ways in which farmers
created a complex agricultural system that provided goods for household
consumption and for sale in markets off the farm he details the
commercial network agricultural slavery and farming innovations in this
state that occupied a transitional position between the staple
agriculture of the south and the grain livestock agriculture of the north
contains bandw maps and tables annotation copyright by book news inc
portland or

Biennial Report

1874

i was enthralled nash s skilled storytelling will keep you turning pages
until the very end fleur macdonald fans of the unlikely pilgrimage of
harold fry and the best exotic marigold hotel will enjoy this tale of
friendship family and the road the new daily one single mother three
escaped pensioners an unforgettable road trip in their tiny pale green
cottage under the trees mallory cook and her five year old son harry are
a little family unit who weather the storms of life together money is
tight after harry s unreliable and impulsive father duncan abandoned them
to expand his business in new york so when duncan fails to return harry
after a visit mallory sets off determined to bring her son home any way
she can a chance encounter with three retirees on the run leaves mallory
leading an unlikely group road trip across the united states zadie ernie
and jock each have their own reasons for making the journey and along the
way the four of them will learn not only the lengths they will travel to
save each other but that it s never too late to change the path you re on
why do readers love charlotte nash the writing is beautiful perfect for
those seeking a romantic read with some bite booklist a tender story of
living through grief and regrets library journal a poignant story of loss
love and redemption beautifully rendered christine wells author of the
wife s tale originally published under the title saving you

Biennial Report of the Commissioner of
Agriculture

1874



take a journey together with others from your local church a road trip
that will help you rediscover your true mission this newly revised and
updated edition of roadmap to renewal will serve as a vital resource
enabling you to reconnect to your mission area use the step by step
process in a small group to come up with a ministry action plan for your
community of faith know your community know your mission know your
strengths and challenges know where you are going reach people with the
good news of jesus christ

Annual Report of the Chief Signal Officer of the
Army to the Secretary of War

1886

with this tome physician james g m ramsey assembled the most
comprehensive account of tennessee s history as a territory and fledgling
state that we know of covering the years 1769 to 1800 these 743 pages
address each of the major political and governmental episodes with their
principal participants in the formative period of the volunteer state to
produce this achievement the author worked assiduously in the archives of
tennessee georgia north carolina and virginia he was also an
indefatigable collector of original documents relating to the founding of
tennessee a number of which appear here in transcription or facsimile
additionally since the author was born in 1797 he was able to embellish
the narrative with information collected from conversations with such
founding fathers as james white charles mcclung and his maternal
grandfather john mcknitt alexander secretary of the mecklenburg
convention of 1775

Routledge's American Handbook and Tourist's
Guide Through the United States ...

1854

when jeff simmons started in ministry he was surprised at how much of his
time involved business yet business was never a part of his theological
education he s not alone most people in ministry receive little or no
training in this area when faced with multiple business decisions and
tasks a day leaders can become discouraged or frustrated we need help and
guidance to become effective and wise stewards of the money and resources
entrusted to us by god pastor and entrepreneur jeff simmons equips you
with the training you need to have the greatest kingdom impact when
pastors and nonprofit leaders are good at the business side of their
ministry more people can be blessed and supported simmons explores topics
such as the tension between faith and business the importance of
strategic planning financial transparency resources and buildings work
and life balance developing a community and more this book will help
every ministry church and nonprofit maximize their resources for greater
kingdom impact

Interstate Commerce Commission Reports

1940

covers the essential factors which shaped the battles and ultimately
determined the outcome of the civil war

Before Andrew Jackson Was President

2017-12-15

an adventurous life collection of tales from daily life life is never
easy but specially so when your born in a boxcar in the center of a
railroad siding in the great depression add in the fact the dust bowl is



flooding the air your can hardly breathe to survive each day being from
the other side of the tracks is hard enough try being from off the tracks
themselves growing up is a constant battle to be accepted and finding
success

The War of the Rebellion

1892

throughout much of american history african americans have been denied
easy access to most of the traditional modes of effective reform such as
newspapers legislative assemblies unions and political parties public
speaking has thus been one of the most critically important means by
which leaders and individuals have reached an audience enacted or
prevented change and created community dating from the earliest days of
american history the african american community has produced many notable
and eloquent speakers and has demonstrated a vibrant oral tradition the
volume will follow a chronological organization tracing the history of
african american public speaking from colonial times to the present

History of Fourteenth Illinois Cavalry and the
Brigades to which it Belonged

1898

medical student turned professional soldier david s stanley offered forty
years of service to his country on the western frontier and during the
civil war he participated in some of most important civil war battles
including the battle of iuka the battle of corinth the battle of stones
rivers the battle of resaca the battle of spring hill and the battle of
franklin he was awarded the medal of honor for his actions at franklin
where he was shot while rallying his troops stanley was a complex
individual who showed concern for his soldiers and ferocity in battle as
rosecrans chief of cavalry he deserves much credit for making the union
cavalry an important and daunting power in the western theater he also
commanded the iv army corps at the end of the war stanley was a
formidable adversary of his enemies and he clashed with william t sherman
jacob cox and william b hazen this biography covers not only his military
career but also his personal life including his conversion to roman
catholicism and problem with alcohol

One of Morgan's Men

2011-02-25

this could be heaven or this could be hell the eagles each one of them
stood silently at the gravesite wondering what would happen next terri
saw the woman in the cotton dress reach into her purse she expected her
to pull out her gun the girl s gaze narrowed as the woman a special agent
with the dea finally took a step forward and pulled out a tissue requiem
roads is the story of a group of characters each with their own fatal
flaws suddenly carried along by events until they arrive at the mission a
place shrouded by a devastating earthquake and by a violent and murderous
past even as the mission is slowly and faithfully being reconstructed
such a place is filled with history and history can easily be repeated
yet the human heart still seeks to find its path even while dodging
firestorms tornados hired assassins and the ghostly remnants of our own
personal disasters

Death of Meriwether Lewis

2012-12-01

a handsome and critical addition to the library of every historian



genealogist and civil war buff this rare two volume set is the official
record of minnesota s participation in the civil and dakota wars
published in two parts in the 1890s and written by the men who fought in
battle minnesota in the civil and indian wars contains regimental rosters
names lists with ages muster dates transfers and remarks as well as
detailed narratives describing the wartime service of each regiment
battery battalion and brigade their marches campaigns battles surrenders
wounded lists furloughs reenlistments and return to minnesota letters
telegrams and descriptions related to the development of the dakota war
including dispatches written from the field offer a personal face to this
wartime history included for the first time is a 144 page index to all
the regimental rosters making this an invaluable research tool together
these volumes are the essential reference for minnesota s troops and
their campaigns

Southwestern Journal of Education

1889

the secrets of the blue and gray boxset features four captivating
historical novels that delve deep into the hidden world of female spies
during the american civil war this thrilling collection takes readers on
a remarkable journey through history where courage resilience and love
intertwine in the courier s wife hattie logan embarks on a daring mission
posing as a spy alongside courier thom welton but when a family secret is
revealed hattie must confront a double agent and the ghosts of her own
past enemy lines takes readers on a harrowing journey as hattie seeks
vengeance against double agent luke blackstone teaming up with the fiery
pauline carlton hattie uncovers a treacherous plot behind enemy lines
testing her resolve and loyalty in gray waters hattie finds herself
entangled in a dangerous game of secrets and trust paired with former
confederate spy mollie pitman she uncovers a plot to raid a prison island
forcing her to question the boundaries of friendship and loyalty the
thrilling conclusion a fond hope follows hattie s race against time to
thwart a plot to destroy cities and kidnap president abraham lincoln with
a cast of intriguing characters hattie s courage and determination shine
as she navigates a treacherous world drawing inspiration from the hidden
histories of real life women spies these captivating novels weave a
tapestry of courage resilience friendship and love against the backdrop
of a nation torn apart immerse yourself in a world of danger intrigue and
the extraordinary feats of these remarkable women what readers are saying
about secrets of the blue and gray one of the best series i ve read i
love books with strong female characters and this series definitely has a
number of strong females on both sides of the war i m also a fan of spy
novels and this series has it all spies civil war strong female
characters i was hooked from the start as a lover of history especially
the aspects of it that aren t well known including the stories of the
unsung heroes and heroines that make a difference i absolutely adore
historical fiction like this a well done series by a talented author
highly recommended i love how well developed each character is they are
each multi dimensional and have their strengths as well as their faults i
recommend this series to anyone who enjoys historical fiction and strong
women characters

Tennessee Farming, Tennessee Farmers

1994

a new biography of the intellectual father of southern secession the man
who set the scene for the civil war and whose political legacy still
shapes america today john c calhoun is among the most notorious and
enigmatic figures in american political history first elected to congress
in 1810 calhoun went on to serve as secretary of war and vice president
but he is perhaps most known for arguing in favor of slavery as a
positive good and for his famous doctrine of state interposition which
laid the groundwork for the south to secede from the union and arguably



set the nation on course for civil war calhoun has catapulted back into
the public eye in recent years as some observers connected the strain of
radical politics he developed to the tactics and extremism of the modern
far right and as protests over racial injustice have focused on his
legacy in this revelatory biographical study historian robert elder shows
that calhoun is even more broadly significant than these events suggest
and that his story is crucial for understanding the political climate in
which we find ourselves today by excising calhoun from the mainstream of
american history he argues we have been left with a distorted
understanding of our past and no way to explain our present

Mallory Cook and the Road Not Taken
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Roadmap to Renewal
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